
Hi ___________,

Wow! I’m genuinely over the top excited to dive into the _______________ (position name) at
___________ (company). I know my _________________ (specific skills and experience) will
achieve  _______________ (goal of the role) launching _______________ (big picture company
goal).

As we finalize my employment, I would like to discuss my start date, salary, and work
environment with you.

Start Date

I am enthused to start and propose to begin work on __________ (date). This will give me ample
time to _____________ (ex: wrap up with current employer) and direct my full attention to
_____________ (work or company).

I also want to take this opportunity to give you advanced notice that I have a __________
(travel/wedding/etc) on __________ (dates) and will need that time off.

Compensation

After researching the ______________(job title) position, I have found with my level of
experience, the market scale for the job description listings is _________ ($) a year, annual
salary, and for some organizations higher.

With that data coupled with my authentic drive to work with you and for ___________
(company mission). I propose a _________ ($) annual salary including
______________________(other benefits).

I’d also like to confirm, per our previous discussion (this topic should be discussed in the
interview, if not remove this piece), that after six months, we’ll revisit my salary and other
aspects of the position. I’m very motivated by the growth potential we’ve discussed for this role.

Workplace

The ________ (company or reference name) office is a gorgeous place-- I was blown away by all
the amenities. I can’t wait to call it my work home.

Through our discussion and my research, I know _________ is a leader in building flexible work
environments. This aspect of the company is very attractive and already contributes to my
loyalty and long-term vision of future growth.



I propose a ___________ (schedule scenario). I realize flexibility occurs on both ends, so I’m
open to discussing this further if there are hurdles you predict. I do want to reiterate that
flexibility is very important for me to deliver my best work and thrive for myself and the
company.

Thank you for your time as we add the finishing touches to the hiring process. I’m so excited to
move forward! Please let me know if you need further information.

Warm Regards,

Emily


